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you can read more about how the backup key works by selecting the security section of the page. there, you should see a list of what microsoft will do with the backup data. you have to enable both mfa (multi-factor authentication), which will ask you for a pin to access the backup code, and 2-factor authentication, which will use
an app that you have on your phone. once you have recovered your device using the dell oem recovery usb, insert it into your computer and select “startup” from the quick boot menu. the booting process will start and you will land on the oem recovery interface. from here you can create a rsd device using the “create rsd device”

button. the data of the restore partition is saved on a dell external usb drive or flash drive. this data can be safely and securely sent to ourcloud solution with dell dbar. dell dbar is an excellent tool that makes full disk backups of any windows computer, and restores them in minutes, with minimal hard disk space. the dell dbar
requires no server or cloud computing, and you do not need apseudo orsecond hand hard drive to store the backup data. the next step after running dell backup and recovery is to use the windows installation oem disk to re-activate your system, and return it to the originally pre-installed version of windows. i'm not really sure why
they do this, but they do it. this is the key point. if you re-activate with your oem product key, then the uefi utility will "see" the above pseudo or second hand hard drive, and create a new windows 7/8.1 recovery partition on that drive. when you start the system, then "reboot/win" using the (oem) windows 7/8.1 recovery cd, then
you can "fix" the problem of the windows installation oem recovery partition on the internal hdd, and set up the legacy boot to boot from the original pre-installed hard drive. so what you need to do is to fix the "hidden" or oem recovery partition, and convert it to arecovery partition with the original activation key, and then set up

the legacy boot to boot from the original hard drive. then you can activate the normal windows 7/8.1 and continue your normal day to day work. since windows will use your oem activation key, no more activation quibbles!
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in the following step, we will restore the data backup to the original internal hdd and fix the glitch of the recovery partition. note that the win10 system is different from the pre-installed win7/8.1 system. the first part you
see is the phrase “username or password is incorrect”. before attempting to enter your recovery key, this message needs to be removed so that you can successfully insert your dell backup and recovery upgrade

activation code. you can clear the text by clicking “yes”. (this is one step for security to help prevent brute force attacks from just trying all possible combinations of usernames, passwords and pins until a successful result
is achieved.) dell has created a professional pc for the gamer market. the moment they release the professional version, it's a huge mistake for dell to prevent consumers from being able to use it. look at the high-end

gamer pcs in the windows store: none of them require a paid version of windows and online services to use. why can't dell create a pc that's optimized for gamers? the company would be able to put these products on sale
at a drastically reduced price. i've asked dell if this is possible. they haven't had a response. until then, the dell backup and recovery upgrade is a good way for high-end gamers to buy a pc they can use immediately
without having to wait for the professional version. thanks for the clarification. i would like to take the challenge and delete the former dell partitions. dbar 1.9 sets up a usb device or stick based on the current drive

partition layout, so there is not way to "see" what the database is doing, as far as i know. my plan is to delete the dell partitions and create a ms recovery drive. i'll post the results with photos and details in the comments
section. 5ec8ef588b
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